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On/OFF button Click this button, the device will be turned on, press it again, the device will be turned off. When the device is turned off or turned off, the Timer function will be cancelled, but the reset time is still there. MODE button - Click this button to select Auto, Cool, Dry, Fan, Heat mode. Automatic mode by default while powering. The
temperature will not appear automatically; In Heat mode, the initial value is 28 degrees Celsius (82 degrees Fahrenheit); In other modes, the initial value is 25 degrees Celsius (77 degrees Fahrenheit). THE SLEEP button Click this button to select Sleep On and Sleep Off. Once turned on, Sleep Off by default. After the device is turned off,
the sleep function is cancelled. Once you've set up your sleep function, you'll see a sleep signal. In this mode, the timer can be adjusted. This feature is not available in Fan and Auto modes. FAN button - Click this button to select Auto, Low, Medium, High Speed. After powering, automatic fan speed is the default. In Dehumidify, you can
only set up a low-speed fan. Note: Under dry mode, fan speed is not adjustable, low fan speed is mandatory, but when this button is running, wireless adjustable, low fan speed is mandatory, WATCH CLOCK - Press this button to adjust the watch, flash signal and display. Within 5 seconds, you can adjust the value by pressing a button or
button if you continuously press more than 2 seconds higher, for every 0.5 seconds the value in ten places of a minute increased by 1. During the flashing, the suppress signal buttons of the Watch will be constantly displayed, and this denotes the settings succeeded. After turning on, 12:00 by default to display and signal and will appear.
If you see a C signal that indicates the current time value by the Time value, otherwise it's timer. LIGHT button - Click this button to select LIGHT in display or off. When THE LIGHT is installed, the icon will appear and the light light in the display will be on. When the LIGHT is off, the '5' icon will appear and the light in the display will be
turned off. BLOW button - Pressing this button can turn the dryers on or off. In Cool and Dehumidifying mode, click this button and it will display BLOW, during which time Blow is on. If you suppress this button, BLOW will be hidden, at which time the Blow function is off. After powering on, Blow off by default. When the ON/OFF button is
running or switching to Cool or Dehumidifying ode, Blow will retain its original status. If the device is off, Blow OFF can only be configured and send a signal. In Auto, Fan, and Heat Mode, the Blow feature cannot be configured and there is no BLOW display. Button - In Cool or Heat mode, pressing this button can turn it on or off to turn off
Functions. Once Turbo is turned on, its signal will be displayed. If you switch mode or change the speed of the fan, this feature will be automatically cancelled. Button - For pre-temperature to raise a given temperature. Click this button, you can set up a perature tern when the device is on. Continuously press and hold this button for more
than 2 seconds, the corresponding content will be quickly changed until the button is pressed and then sends the information, all the while displayed c. In automatic mode, the temperature can not be set, but this button can send a signal. Celsius range:16-30; Fahrenheit scale range 61-86. - Pre-temperature - Pre-temperature To raise a
given temperature Click this button, the temperature can be set, continuously press this button and hold for two seconds, the relative content can change quickly until hold this button and send the order that signal C (F) will be displayed all the time. Temperature adjustment is not available in Auto mode, but the order can be sent at the
touch of that button. TEMP - After the default setting temperature is turned on (as customers meet the mapping requirements, there is no requirement that will show the reset temperature by default and there is no icon displayed on the wireless remote). Click this button, (when you show 介) , you'll see a prevailing temperature; (when
displayed 介) will show the ambient temperature in the room, 介 the current display status will not be changed. If the current displays the ambient temperature in the room, if another remote control signal is received, it will display the reset temperature, 5s later, will return to reflect the ambient temperature. SWING UP AND DOWN
BUTTON - Click this button to adjust the angle of the swing, which is circularly changing as below: It's a universal use of the remote control. If the remote control sends the following three types of status, what the swing status of the main block will be: When the louver guide starts to swing up and down, if the turn oft swing, the air-sized
guide louver will stop in the current position. which indicates a guide louver swing up and down between this all five positions. TIMER ON BUTTON - Timer When setting up: On signal will flash and display, signal - will be hidden, numerical section will become a timer for status. Within 5 seconds of blinking, clicking or - a button to adjust
the time value of the numerical section, each click of that button, the value will be increased or reduced 1 minute. Hold the press or button, 2 seconds later, it changes quickly, the way of change: Within the first 2.5 seconds, ten numbers At one point a minute, then one place is permanent, ten numbers change in tens of minutes at 2.5
seconds of speed and carry. For 5s 5s Click the Timer button, install the timer successfully. The timer on has been set up, suppress the timer on the button, the timer on will be lifted. Before setting the timer, please adjust the clock to the current real time. TIMER OFF BUTTON - As soon as you click on this key to enter the TIMER OFF
installation, in which case the TIMER OFF icon will blink. The customization method is the same as for TIMER ON. I. Once you turn on, click on/OFF, the device will start working. (Note When it's off, the main unit louver guide will close automatically.) 2. Click MODE, select the mode you want to work, or press COOL or HEAT to enter the
operation directly. 3. Press or - button to set the right temperature. (There is no need to set the temperature in AUTO mode.) 4. Clicking the FAN button to set the fan speed you can choose AUTO FAN, LOW, MID and HIGH. 5. Press ◙ button to select the swing. 1. Click THE SLEEP button to set the sleep. 2. Click TiMER ON and TIMER
OFF, you can set a scheduled timer or turn off the timer. 3. Click the LIGHT button to control and turn off the displayed part of the device (this feature may not be available for some devices). 4. Click TURBO. can implement the ON and OFF TURBO feature. This feature indicates that the moisture on the vaporizer indoor unit will blow after
the device is stopped to avoid mold. 1. Install impact function on: After shutting down the unit by pressing the IT/OFF button the indoor fan will continue to run for about 10 minutes. at low speed. During this period, click the strike button to stop the indoor fan directly. 2. After starting the strike function: After turning off the device, clicking the
ON/OFF button, the full unit.will be turned off directly. When the AUTO RUN mode is selected, the setting temperature will not appear on the LCD, the device will be in accordance with the room temperature. automatically choose the right method of work and make the ambient temperature comfortable. If this feature is running, the wiN
device works at an ultra-high speed fan to cool or heat up quickly, so it has an ambient temperature. approaches to a given temperature. Click and - buttons at the same time to lock or unlock the keyboard as soon as possible. If the remote control is locked, the icon will appear on t, in which case press any button, the sign will flicker for
three times. If the keyboard is unlocked, the sign will disappear. Click the swing up and down button continuously over 2s, the main unit will swing back and forth from up to down, then loosen the button, the device will stop swinging and the present position of the louver manual will be stored immediately. If 2. Under swing up and down
mode when the status is off to see if the button Button again 2s later, I status will switch to off status directly; If you press this g button again for 2s, the change in swing status will also depend on circulation sequences mentioned above. In unit status is off, click MODE and - buttons at the same time switct-i and . He points out that once
this feature is triggered by the remote control, the device is in a state of defrosting, if you turn off the device remote control, the device will not stop defrosting until it is finished; if the remote control set-up mode, the last time you installed the feature will not be implemented until the defrost is complete. Operating this feature on or off: If the
remote control is off, click the Mode button and the Strike button at the same time as ordering entry or canceling this new feature. If the device is in soaking mode, the double eight positions on the remote controller will display the Hl .lf switch in thermal mode, the position will show Hl, which flickers for 5s, n in this case, click ÷1- Hl will
disappear and adjust the tempo. Once the remote is on, the new defering feature will be closed by default. 1 . Lightly click on the seat using q, along the direction of the arrow tip to press the back cover of the wireless remote control. 2. Took out the old batteries. (As seen in the picture) 3. Insert two new dry AAAI .5V batteries and pay
attention to the polarity. (As seen in the picture) 4. Attach the back cover of the wireless remote. Note:. When changing batteries, do not use old or different batteries, otherwise, it can lead to a faulting wireless remote control. . If the wireless remote will not be used for a long time, please take them out and don't let the liquid leak damage
the wireless remote control. . The operation should be no of its receiving range. . It should be placed in where I am from the TV or stereo sound sets. . If the wireless remote can't work properly, please take them after 30s later and reapply if they usually can't work, please change them. This is a special selective button for users who are
not used to light in their sleep. When you set up the light function, the 'sign' will be displayed on the remote screen by clicking on that button. In this case, the display indicator will be light if the air conditioner receives this signal. If you undo the light function, the sign will appear on the remote screen by clicking on that button. In this case,
the display light is turned off if the air conditioner receives this signal. Emergency Operation If the wireless remote is lost or broken, please manual switching button. At this time, the device will work in Auto mode, but the temperature and speed of the fan can not be changed. The operation is shown below: To open the panel, a manual
switch (as in rice) is on the display box. Turn on the device: When the unit is turned off, the device will immediately run automatically. The microcomputer will be provided indoors Choose (Cooling, Heating, Fan) and get a comfortable effect. Turn off the device: When you turn on the device, click the button, the device will stop working. To
obtain accurate data, please contact the relevant concerns of customers. This blog is just a sketch of the links ac guide. . voltas split ac remote function guide. voltas inverter split ac remote function guide
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